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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the control model of 

three phase grid- connected photovoltaic 
inverter based on the analysis of operating 
principle of two-stage conventional grid-
connected inverter. The mathematical model 
of inverter under dq frame is set up and the 
overall control strategy of two-stage 
photovoltaic grid-connected inverter is 

proposed in this paper. To overcome the 
distortion general caused by switching effect 
on sensors, a Kalman filter is introduced. The 
control strategy was simulated on Matlab – 
Simulink to verify the steady and dynamic of 
model, improving the quality of electrical 
power to consumers. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Nowadays fossil fuel is the main energy 
supplier of the worldwide economy, but the 
recognition of it as being a major cause of 
environmental problems makes the mankind to 
look for alternative resources in power generation 
[1]. 

The control strategies applied to distributed 
systems become of high interest. And how to 
improve the performance of grid inverter, increase 
the switching frequency and power density to 
meet power quality requirements has become a 
research hotspot in recent years [2]. 

Many researches are focused to resolve important 
problems of the distributed system and its control 
to improve the quality of electrical power such as 

Instantaneous reactive power based hysteresis 
current controller [4], sliding mode controller [5], 
synchronous reference frame controller etc. have 
been proposed and developed for a three phase 
voltage source inverter. The paper [3] investigates 
the maximum and minimum gain off the PR 
controller to adapt in case that the grid impedance 
varies in a wide range. The harmonics in grid 
voltages and noise in sensing circuit was canceled 
by a shunt active filter in paper [6]. Recently, the 
use of second order generalized integrators 
(SOGI) or linear kalman filters (LKF) has proven 
to be a more robust strategy for current control in 
strongly polluted networks [7] by processing 
voltages independently and even accounting for 
reduced order harmonics [8]. 
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robust strategy for current control in strongly 
polluted networks [7] by processing voltages 
independently and even accounting for reduced 
order harmonics [8]. In this paper, authors focus on 
two main problems, as designing the PI controller 
on dq frame and proposing a Kalman filter based on 
the inverter model to overcome the output voltage 
fluctuations caused by harmonics and sensor’s 
noise. 

 

Figure 1: Proposed grid tie inveter model 

In this paper, authors focus on two main problems, 
as designing the PI controller on dq frame and 
proposing a Kalman filter based on the inverter 
model to overcome the output voltage fluctuations 
caused by harmonics and sensor’s noise. 

2. PROPOSED CONTROL STRUCTURE 
FOR GRID CONNECTED 
CONVERTER  

Figure 1 shows a typical model of grid 
connected inverter [9]. The model includes Park 
transformation, PLL, current and voltage control 
loop which can see in almost grid tie inverter. The 
system is built on the dq coordinate with the input 
conditions such as amplitude and frequency of the 
grid voltage changes in certain intervals. 
Typically, the inner loop controller is AC current 
control while the DC voltage (Vdc) follows the 
Vdc reference (Vdc_ref) by using the outer 
control loop. Called id, iq , ud, uq and vd, vq are 
the shadows of output current space vector i, 
output voltage space vector u and grid voltage 

space vector v on dq axis respectively, iq will be 
set to 0 in case of grid – connected power factor 
equal to 1 or id/iq be constant (iq ≠ 0 ) incase that 
the power factor < 1. Transfer function model is 
built from the electronic equivalent 3 phase 
inverter grid: 

 

Figure 2: Grid tie currents and voltages 

Dq transformation is performed based on 
information from the grid voltage. The state space 
equations were shown below: 

푥̇ = 퐴푥 + 퐵푢
푦 = 퐶푥											 

Which: 
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푖
푖 =

− 휔

−휔 −
푖
푖 +

0

0

푢 − 푣
푢 − 푣      (1) 

The values of the three-phase current source 
grid tie inverter model parameters are presented in 
Table 1. 

Table 1: Inverter parameters 

Parameter Value Explanation 

r 3 Ω Filter inductance resistor 

L 12mH Filter inductance 

ɷ 100π Grid frequency 

Fs 1200 Hz Sampling frequency 

The inverter is control by PWM switching 
controller  with switching frequency 
approximately 20 kHz and the sampling 
(parameter update) frequency is 1200Hz. For 
simplicity, we can assume that the PWM is a delay 
block with transfer function: 

퐺 (푠) =
.

       (2) 

Call wd, wq 2 of the PWM input. We have 
equations : 

푢 (푠) = 푤 (푠)
.

    (3) 

푢 (푡) + 1.5푇 푢̇ (푡) = 푤 (푡)  

푢̇ (푡) =
푤 (푡)− 푢 (푡)

1.5푇

=
푤 (푡)− 푢 (푡)

1.5 ∗ 푓  

= 800푤 (푡)− 800푢 (푡)  

Put o (t) = u (t) we have state space 
equations : 
표̇
표̇ = −800 0

0 −800
표
표 + 800 0

0 800
푤
푤

푢
푢 =

표
표 																																																		(4)										

 

Combine (2), (3) and (4) 

푑
푑푡

푖
푖
표
표

=
−250 100휋 83.33
−100휋 −250 0

0
0

0
0

−800
0

			
0

83.33
0

−800

푖
푖
표
표

+
−83.33 0 0

0 −83.33 0
0
0

0
0

800
0

			
0
0
0

800

푣
푣
푤
푤																																																																																																									

 

푦
푦 = 1 0 0

0 1 0			
0
0

푖
푖
표
표

   (5) 

 
3. KALMAN FILTER 

To reduced noise from switching process on 
the sensor, we design the Kalman filter to estimate 
the output signals of inverter. The Kalman filter 
estimates a process by using a form of feedback 
control: the filter estimates the process state at 
some time and then obtains feedback in the form 
of (noisy) measurements. 

Assume that noise is white noise that 
includes: 

System noise w(t): Appearing due to factors 
of uncertainty in the system and the model’s error. 

Measurement noise v(t): Appearing due to 
uncertainty from the environment, noise on the 
grid and having direct affect the measurement of 
the sensors. 

Since the occurrence of noise, system state 
equation has been changed: 

푥̇ = 퐴푥 + 퐵푢 + 퐺푤
푦 = 퐶푥 + 푣												    (6) 

 퐺 =
1
1
1
1

,  

Normally, the measurement noise has a great 
effect on the system’s stability. In this paper, 
authors suppose that there is no system noise then 
w, v is regarded as uncorrelated (E (wv ^ T) = 0), 
with the average value of 0 and variance 
respectively:  
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(푤푤 ) = 푄 = 10   (7) 

퐸(푣푣 ) = 푅 = 0.01 0
0 0.01 :  

Suppose measurement of noise variance with 
2 components id, iq are 0.01. 

The Kalman filter “KEST” is calculated 
based on the model parameters. KEST includes 6 
inputs: vdq, udq, ydq, to create value estimated of 
6 output values: 푦 , 횤̃ ,	표 .  

The state space equations of grid tie inverter 
is shown in equation (5). The PI currents 
controller  was chosen by using loop shaping 
theory for the singular values plot of shaped loop 
have to have high gain at low frequency ( 5Hz) 
and low gain at high frequency (500Hz), the 
singular plot of target system are shown in figure 
4 and 5. 

 
Figure 3: Kalman filter 

 
Figure 4: Singular value plots of system before 

adjusting 

4. SIMULATION RESULT 
The simulation parameters including 250Wp 

solar panels, DC voltage will be fixed at 100VDC, 
grid voltage vd = 90V, vq = 0V, the grid tie 
current is controlled with constant ratio: Id / Iq = 
2. 

 

 
Figure 5: Singular value plots of system after 

adjusting 

Simulation 1: Simulation in case without 
sensors noise and Kalman filter. 

 
(a) 

 
b) 

Figure 6: System DC voltage (a) and feedback 
currents(b) in ideal condition. 

Simulation 2: Simulation in case the output 
noise with variance 0.01 without Kalman filter. 
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a) 

 
b) 

Figure 7: DC voltage (a) and feedback current 
(b) in case having sensor noise without filtering 

 

Simulation 3: Simulation in case the output 
noise with variance 0.01, with Kalman filter 

 
a) 

 

b) 

Figure 8: DC voltage (a) and feedback current 
(b) in case having sensor noise with Kalman filtering 

Simulation 1, 2 and 3 show the importance of 
Kalman filter. The sensor noise which will always 
appear in power system can be canceled by using 
a soft filter. 

5. CONCLUSION 
This paper proposes the Kalman filter for 

sensor noise cancelation. With the Kalman, the 
disturbance appear during measurement can be 
eliminated, thus better system response. By using 
software filters, we can reduce hardware noise 
filter which usually cause phase delay and 
expensive. Moreover, we can use cheaper sensors 
but system still achieves quality and stability. 
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Ứng dụng bộ lọc Kalman lọc nhiễu của cảm 
biến trong bộ nghịch lưu kết nối lưới 
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TÓM TẮT 
Bài báo đưa ra mô hình bộ nghịch lưu kết 

nối lưới dựa trên việc phân tích bộ nghịch lưu 
hòa lưới dạng biến tần 3 pha, 2 bậc. Mô hình 
toán và mô hình điều khiển tổng quát của hệ 
thống được xây dựng trên hệ trục tọa độ dq. 
Bài báo đề xuất bộ lọc Kalman ứng dụng 

trong việc loại bỏ nhiễu xuất hiện trên cảm 
biến do việc đóng cắt ở tần số cao gây ra. Mô 
hình hệ thống được kiểm chứng trên Matlab 
– Simulink với kết quả tốt, nâng cao chất 
lượng điện áp hòa lưới. 

Từ khóa: Bộ lọc Kalman, nghịch lưu hòa lưới, nhiễu cảm biến. 
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